Tough, durable and stylish
Nuway grid offers a contemporary and cost effective
alternative to Nuway tuftiguard entrance matting and
is an ideal solution in very heavy traffic entrance areas
where aesthetic considerations are paramount.
These single sided rigid mats are attractive, tough and
versatile. They enable specifiers to benefit from the
strength and durability of an engineered entrance
system, underpinned by a five year guarantee (or seven
years if fitted by a FESSI contractor – see page 15).

Nuway grid rubber
Outdoor application

Nuway grid Textile
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Indoor application
Wiper strip style

Coral classic, brush pure
or burford

Black rubber

Scraper bars

Low lustre anodised Aluminium

Depth to height
of aluminium

12mm or 17mm

12mm or 17mm

Depth to height
of insert

14mm – 23mm

14mm – 23mm

Mat construction
Removes dirt
Removes moisture
Guarantee
Level of traffic

The carrier sections can be coupled with
an exceptional choice of infill materials
providing maximum design flexibility,
allowing beautifully colour co-ordinated
entrance areas to be created with primary
and secondary entrance matting products
that are perfectly matched.
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5 years (7 if installed by a FESSI see page 15)
Suitable for very heavy levels of traffic

These materials include strips of textile
inserts (for internal use only) in 13 different
colourways drawn from the Coral classic,
brush pure and burford ranges. Other
textile inserts from the Coral range are
available to special order. Rubber inserts are
also available, which allow grid mats to be
used outside.
Like any other Nuway entrance flooring
system, Grid mats are supplied to order and
accurate measurements of the matting area
are required.
Now available in a choice of 12 and 17mm
depths Nuway Grid can be used in the
majority of matwells and the unique
dovetail construction allows for easy
shaping on site.

Grid component structure
Inserts:
Extensive choice of standard inserts
includes a selection of thirteen
different textile inserts from the
Coral classic, brush pure and
burford ranges and rubber
inserts (for exterior entrances).

Carrier section
Low lustre anodised finish complies with DDA requirements as detailed in the
Equality Act. Patented crimping action firmly secures textile or rubber insert within
the carrier section.

Considerations
As with all aluminium matting systems
of this type, in very brightly lit areas,
the strong contrast between a light
aluminium scraper bar and a dark wiper
strip can sometimes create a strobe effect
which should be prevented. To avoid
disorientating pedestrians affected by this
type of visual disturbance, consider using a
less contrasting insert.

For technical information please turn to
page 52.
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2 Coral classic

burford

1 rubber

2 Coral brush pure

4701 anthracite

4730 raven black

4727 navy blue

5710 asphalt grey

5714 shark grey

5721 hurricane grey

4764 taupe

4744 espresso

4750 warm black

5724 chocolate brown

5727 stratos blue

5730 vulcan black

Please note: Digital representations may vary from the actual product. Please order a sample to see the full effect. Contact 0800 731 2369.
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